HOW TO LEAD A SMALL UNIT
"History, although sometimes made up of the few acts of the great, is more often shaped by the
many acts of the small." – Mark Twain
Step-by-Step Instructions:
• Avoid the "burnout" syndrome. Ask members to buy into a “one” concept: mentor one
member, write one article for the unit newsletter, volunteer to be a greeter at one meeting
or make reminder meeting calls to members for one meeting. By not overwhelming
members with large projects, they will have the opportunity to adjust to learning and
helping build their unit. If an experience is enjoyable, members will be more likely to
look forward to helping more.
•

Develop a plan to continually develop new leadership within your unit. As members are
selected to chair committees, mentor them. Offer help when needed. Be prepared to
provide support when asked or assign another mentor for support. Provide training
sessions. Consider that you may have seasoned unit members capable and available for
help with the training. Also, other community leaders may be willing to provide
leadership training.

•

Communicate with members. Find those who may wish to help contact members via
phone/email or personal contact for such activities as meetings and program participation.
Utilize local media. Foster good relations with local newspapers, TV and radio. Issue
news releases. Publish the meeting schedule at the beginning of the year in your unit
newsletter, and write “TBA” (To Be Announced) for those programs still tentative. Invite
a member familiar with social networking to set up and monitor an account for the unit.

•

Work in groups of like-minded programs, rather than each program individually. Some
units have said it is hard to work all programs when they have few active members. The
grouping system is a way to simplify the programs so you need no more than five
program chairmen instead of 15 or more program chairmen. Grouping allows for more
combined and efficient efforts within a unit. For examples: Juniors, Education, Children
& Youth, and ALA Girls State/Nation can be grouped into one “youth” program
grouping.

•

You are not expected to complete all action steps in the Programs Action Plan; just pick a
few that fit your unit well. If unit members enjoy their work, it will create an inviting
atmosphere, and others who care about veterans will want to join in.

•

Consider implementing quality programs to help invigorate meetings. Survey the
interests of the membership when considering topics - a great way to reinforce
information about Auxiliary programs.

•

Be positive! Unit leaders have an obligation to minimize criticism and maximize positive
feedback. A small unit needs and deserves frequent kudos for each of its successes.

